
                      The   PLL  configuration for KV58 with 240MHz 

1. PLL introduction and PLL output clock computation 

The following figure is the diagram of the MCG module for KV58 family in KV5x144M240RM, but it is 

wrong based on customer feedback, because the  /2 divider component is  involved in the feedback loop 

in the figure, actually, the /2 divider is not involved in the feedback loop, the actual figure is as the  

second figure, which I modified based on the first one. 

In the first figure, the /2 divider is included in the feedback loop, the VCO output frequency is 

VCO output frequency=(external frequency clock)*VDIV*2/PRDIV 

The MCGPLLCLK ==(external frequency clock)*VDIV/PRDIV 

 

In the second figure, the /2 divider is NOT included in the feedback loop, the VCO output frequency is 

VCO output frequency=(external frequency clock)*VDIV/PRDIV 

The MCGPLLCLK ==(external frequency clock)*VDIV/(PRDIV*2) 

From the two formula,  we can see that both VCO and MCGPLLCLK clock frequency are different based 

on the /2 divider is involved in the feedback loop or not. 

 

2. Test scheme and result 

I use the TWR-KV58F220M and KDS3.2.0 tools to  test whether the PLL in KV58F220M use the 

first figure or the second figure.  

On the TWR-KV58F220M board, there is 50mHz clock source connected to EXTAL pin(PTA16). In 

the code, I want to set the MCG in PEE mode, based on state machine of MCG, this is state 

transition sequence: 

FEI(reset state)->FBE->PBE->PEE. 

For the PLL setting: 

MCG_C5=0x03; //PREDIV=4 

MCG_C6=0x50; //VDIV=32 

 

             SIM_CLKDIV1=0x01370000; //OUTDIV3=3, FlexBus clock is divided by 4 

             SIM_SOPT2&=~(0xE0); //CLKOUTSEL=0 to select FlexBUS clock 

I connect the CLKOUT(PTA6) to scope to measure the clock frequency. 

From PTA6, I get 50MHz clock, the FlexBus clock is 50MHz, core/system/MCGPLLCLK clock is 200MHz. 

 

In the above configuration, the external frequency clock is 50mhz, the PRDIV=4, VDIV=32,  

The MCGPLLCLK ==(external frequency clock)*VDIV/PRDIV=50*32/(2*4)=200MHz 



So the second figure for the MCG is correct. 
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//The example is developed by xiangjun rong(xiangjun.rong@nxp.com) 



//The example code demos how to switch from FEI mode to PEE mode 
//The code is developed under KDS tools ver3.0 and TWR-KV58F220M 
//Result: connect the PTA6 pin25 on the primary elevator board to a scope, user can 
see 50MHz clock signal, the core clock is 50*4=200mhz. 
//Note that the PLL has a divider 2 after VCO, but the RM does not mention it. 
// 
#include "MKV58F22.h" 
 
#define ALT5 5<<8 
void changePLL_HSRUN(void); 
void PLLsetting(void); 
static int i = 0; 
 
int main(void) 
{ 
 
    /* Write your code here */ 
 changePLL_HSRUN(); 
 PLLsetting(); 
    /* This for loop should be replaced. By default this loop allows a single 
stepping. */ 
    for (;;) { 
        i++; 
    } 
    /* Never leave main */ 
    return 0; 
} 
 
 
void PLLsetting(void) 
{ 
 //set the PTA18 as EXTAL0 pin 
 //enable PORTA gated clock 
 SIM_SCGC5|=0x200; 
 //set PTE MUX  ALT5 
 PORTA_PCR18&=~(0xF00); 
 //PORTA_PCR5|=(ALT0); 
 //set OSC module as external clock source 
 OSC0_CR=0x80; 
 
 //MCG is set up in from FEI to FBE 
 //use external 50mhz clock source, 50MHz/1536=32.55KHz 
 
 //From FEI to FBE 
 MCG_C2|=0x20; //set RANGE as 2b10, in very high frequency range, HGO=1 in high 
gain 
 MCG_C1 = 0xB8; //CLKS=10 to select external clock, FRDIV=3b111, 1536 to get 
32.55KHz clock for the FLL input clock, IREFS=0 to select external clock 
 //polling the switching status 
 while(MCG_S&0x10) {} //polling IREFST bit 
 while((MCG_S&0x0C)!=0x08) {} 
 
 //From FBE to PBE, PLL input reference frequency range is 8~16MHz, the 
solution is VCO output frequency (50M/4)*32=400MHz 
 MCG_C5=0x03;  



 MCG_C6=0x50;  //PLLS is set so trhat PLL works, VDIV=5b10000, the 
multiply is 32 
  
 while(!(MCG_S&0x20)) {} //polling PLLST bit 
 while(!(MCG_S&0x40)) {} //Polling LOCK0 bit 
 
 //from PBE to PEE mode 
 MCG_C1&=~(0xC0); 
 while((MCG_S&0x0C)!=0x0C) {} 
 __asm("nop"); //set a break point here 
} 
 
void changePLL_HSRUN(void) 
{ 
 // after the PLL output 200MHz,fast peripheral clock is 100MHz, FlexBus 
clock is 100M/4=50MHz, the Flash clock is 100M/8=25, 
 //OUTDIV1=0, core/sys clock 200MHz/1=200MHz 
 //OUTDIV2=1, fast peripheral clcok is 200MHz/2=100MHz 
 //OUTDIV3=3, FlexBus clock is 200MHz/4=50mhz 
 //OUTDIV4=7, flash clock is 200Mhz/8=25MHz 
 SIM_CLKDIV1=0x01370000; 
 //change the DRST_DRS bits while keep the DMA32 bits so that the FLL can 
output about 100MHz clock 
// MCG_C4|=0x60; 
 __asm("nop"); 
 //set PTA6 as CLKOUT 
 //enable PORTA gated clock 
 SIM_SCGC7|=0x01; //enable gated FlexBus clock 
 SIM_SCGC5|=0x200; 
 PORTA_PCR6&=~(0xF00); 
 PORTA_PCR6|=(ALT5); //ALT5 is clockout pin 
 SIM_SOPT2&=~(0xE0);  //CLKOUTSEL=0 to select the FlexBus clock 
#if 1 
 //change to High speed run mode 
 SMC_PMPROT|=0x80; //enable HSRUM mode 
 SMC_PMCTRL&=~(0x60); 
 SMC_PMCTRL|=0x60; 
 //polling whether the chip is in High speed mode 
 while(SMC_PMSTAT&0x80) {} 
 __asm("nop"); //set a break point to check the 
#endif 
 //SIM_SOPT2&=0x30000; 
 //SIM_SOPT2|=0x10000; 
} 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// EOF 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 


